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Delivering the Necessities of Life 

Colonias have sprung up undeveloped and 
unregulated since the late 1950’s, causing 
unlivable conditions.  The people that live in 
these areas have no other place to go.  Their 
income only allows them to live 
in areas like the colonias.  As 
the population grows rapidly 
in the area, there is even more 
people in danger than in the 
past. 

Land developers sold small 
plots of land in unincorporated 
subdivisions to low income 
families, a deed of ownership 
rarely being transferred and a low amount down 
and low monthly payments.  There only option 
was to buy land at low costs and build their own 
homes from means that they could afford. 

Many times this included structures 
like tents or other makeshift shelters 
out of readily available materials.  Their 
homes could not be improved until their 
fi nances allowed.  Older colonias are in 

much better condition 
because the residents 
have had more 
time to acquire the 
materials and funds 
for improvement.  

Poor communities are found 
all throughout the world.  The 
Colonias of southern Texas 

and New Mexico can be compared to third world 
countries.  Whether the residents are denied the 
basic needs of survival or are just forgotten, they 
are living in conditions that seem unimaginable 
to the average person.  There is no potable 
water, sanitary disposal systems, or adequate 
shelters.

The subdivisions of the U.S.-Mexico border 
are comprised of mostly Hispanic residents.  All 
being low income families, yet some still have 
more than one job and are working more than 

forty hours per week.  This is still 
leaving them as some of the poorest 
people in America.  This is concluded 
from various aspects such as 
unfair labor practices, lack 
of jobs, and the lack of an 
education to obtain positions.    

The colonia locations 
are often in areas that are 
prone to fl ooding.  The lack 

of safe and sanitary disposal systems 
add to the problem with water becoming 
contaminated.  Disease and sickness is a 
large part of colonias problem.  Not only 
are they more prone to getting sick, they 
often lack the resources for accessing health 
care. 

Until 1989 Texas counties did not require 
water and sewer in new developments.  In 1989, 
Texas passed a State Law authorizing the Texas 
Water Development Board to circulate rules 
requiring developers to provide water and sewer 
infrastructure.

This was the fi rst opportunity to stop the 
developments under these poor conditions.  
Within those thirty plus years thousand of 

colonias formed.  
These colonias 
hold thousands 
of American 
citizens that are 
struggling to 
survive.  

Colonias of the Lower Rio Grande Valley

Project Goals
• Provide the essentials of life
• Provide a sustainable way of life
• Safe and Adequate Housing/Shelter
• Promote Community Development
• Enhance Self-help Strategies
• Response to Nature and Site Conditions
• Use of Vernacular Building Materials
• Exploration of Culture and Practices
• Provide a Long-Term Solution
• Flexible Design and Process to Allow Ad-

aptation to Change.
• Capture the Essence of Place, People, and 

Culture

The community center will be a vehicle utilized to make 
connections in the community to improve the quality of life 
through means planning and production by the citizens 
themselves.  The different ways in which the community 
center will begin to improve conditions is through education 
and training, offering a site and materials for building their 
own homes, while providing information and technology, and 
being a model design of multiple vernacular and sustainable 
building techniques. 

The design will consist of vernacular building materi-
als  and designed with different sustainable techniques to 
respond to the climate conditions.  The different styles and 
techniques will produce an eclectic design solution that can 
act as n example citizens can resource when building their 
own homes.    

Other activities that the center will offer is meeting places, 
recreation for youth and families, shop space for food mar-
kets and retail space, a kitchen and dining area.

The poor conditions of the colonias and their lack in the 
basic essentials of life will be the focus to redeveloping the 
community to promote thriving and sustainable living.  

A development plan for the community will be 
coordinated.  It will consist of multiple projects over 
an extended period of time, some projects or activities 
being done continuously by generations of families.  
All of the work will be completed by the citizens of the 
community, with occasional leadership from outside 
sources.  Through self-help development the citizens will 
learn knowledgeable skills that will advance them in the 
workforce while improving their own conditions.

The most important part to this area of the project is 
the participation and dedication of the community.  The 
assets the community has will be utilized to improve the 
essential needs for a thriving community.

Colonia Community Development Plan
Building Sustainable Communities

Historical Background

Creating Sustainable Communities Casa de Amistad

Visioning Process
 A community meeting will be held 
to bring citizens together to envision 
what they would like their commu-
nity to be in the future.  This process 
is crucial in gaining all the participa-
tion from the residents.  The more 
the community is involved and will-
ing to improve their conditions, the 
more successful the projects will be.  
Brainstorming sessions will be held 
following the visioning process.  Resi-
dents will be able to voice their ideas 
and concerns regarding the future of 
their community.

Community Clean Up
An organized clean 
up throughout the 
community will 
strengthen citizens’ 
relationships and will 
increase community 
pride.

Leadership Development and Training
Leadership roles 
must be  assigned to 
residents of the com-
munity.  They will be 
trained in the tasks 
needed to communi-
cate, plan, and pro-
ceed with projects.  
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Lower Rio Grande Valley

Laureles Colonia

Project Typology
The development is a planned community to meet the basic living 
and housing needs of poor citizens who live along the Texas coast.  
The project will involve a low-income housing development, public 
services, and community planning. 

Theoretical Premise
The thesis will examine the colonias of the Rio Grande Valley 
of Texas to determine how the necessities of life are delivered to 
the inhabitants.  The examination of the delivery methods will 
establish the principles of sustainability that will guide a new way 
of distributing the basics of life: fresh air, sunlight, fresh water, 
food, and shelter.  Design metaphors, analogies, and/or tectonics 
will be developed from the examination.

Justifi cation
It is in the poor communities of the world that we will fi nd ways to 
live in and with the environment to prosper and sustain ourselves 
and our communities.

Facts about Colonias
• Located along the US-Mexico border.  Mostly within 150 miles of the bor-

der.  More recently with rapid population growth, colonias are develop-
ing much farther north outside of major Texas cities, such as Austin and 
San Antonio.

• 1,600 colonias are home to an estimated 500,000 Texans, as of 2000.  

• Texas has both the largest number of colonias and the largest colonia 
population.

• The average annual income in the colonias is $7,000 to $11,000.

• Compared to the state unemployment rate of seven percent, the 
colonias ranged from 20 percent to 60 percent.

• Colonias in El Paso and the Rio Grande Valley show that 50.7 percent 
of the households use septic tanks, 36.4 percent use cesspools, 7.4 
percent use outhouses and 5.5 percent use other means of disposing of 
wastewater.  

• Of 1,000 units analyzed in the Cameron Park colonia, 80 percent of the 
units were categorized as substandard or dilapidated.
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Laureles Needs and Assets
Needs Assets
High Unemployment
High drop-out rates
Rapid growth
Poor housing conditions
Lack of potable water and proper 
waste disposal
Poor health conditions

Climate/Location
Land available for development
Cultural diversity
Trainable, young workforce
Strong community bonds/pride

Laureles, Texas
Cameron County

Population 3,285
Land Area 4.9 square miles
98.1% Hispanic

Climatic Conditions:

South Texas is a hot humid climate, with 
above average humidity, temperature, high 
summer sun angles, and summer wind 
speed.  Annual precipitation is considerable 
low for the area.  Winds are primarily from 
the southeast, getting mostly coastal winds.

For sustainability goals, design elements 
will be to block the sun and allow cross 
ventilation.  

Health care
Center

Proposed Wastewater Collection
The Laureles community is sup-
plied with adequate drinking 
water.  What lacks is a proper 
way of disposing of wastewater.  
This will aid in the problem of 
the water becoming contaminat-
ed by wastewater that frequently 
gets backed up every year due to 
fl ooding.fl ooding.

Education and Information 
Citizens will educated 
themselves through self 
help programs of way to 
improve their situations.  
The library and information 
center at Casa de Amistad 
will address this need  

Food Production

Located in an already rich 
agricultural area, Lau-
reles citizens will be able 
to gro crops, herbs, spices, 
and other products in the 
community garden and sell 
them at the farmers mar-
ket at Casa de Amistad.

Health care Facility

Casa de Amistad will also house 
a health care facility for those 
in need.  Most will not have ac-
cess to facilities or insurance.  
Disease among children are 
extremely high in these commu-
nities, a problem stemming from 
wastewater treatment.

Inclusive Processes

Processes must be looked at again 
when completed, and evaluated 
throughout.  Success is seen when 
a project is visited while in prog-
ress and again after completion to 
record the successes or failures.  
This will ensure that the efforts 
of the residents are not being lost 
when a program is completed.
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